Multigenic condition risk assessment in direct-to-consumer genomic services.
Gene carrier status and pharmacogenomic data may be detectable from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), but SNP-based research concerning multigenic common disease such as diabetes, cancers, and cardiovascular disease is an emerging field. The many SNPs and loci that may relate to common disease have not yet been comprehensively identified and understood scientifically. In the interim, direct-to-consumer (DTC) genomic companies have forged ahead in developing composite risk interpretations for multigenic conditions. It is useful to understand how variance in risk interpretation may arise. A comprehensive study was conducted to analyze the 213 conditions covered by the 5 identifiable genome-wide DTC genomic companies, and the total SNPs (401) and loci (224) assessed in the 20 common disease conditions with the greatest overlapping coverage. Variance in multigenic condition risk interpretation can be explained by differences in the average lifetime risk assigned to similar underlying populations, the loci and SNPs selected for analysis, and the quantitative risk assignment methodologies used by DTC genomic companies. At present, multigenic condition analysis is a complicated process. DTC genomic companies have made laudable efforts to deliver risk predictions, but greater consistency is needed for the long-term validity, utility, and credibility of the sector.